SLC WRITING PROGRAM
TRANSFORMING WRITERS, ONE CONVERSATION AT A TIME

Whether you are just starting your journey at Cal or finishing your honors thesis, we are here to support your transformation!
ABOUT THIS FORMAT
You can schedule a 50-minute appointment with a tutor in advance to discuss your work. From topic sentences to arguments, you set the agenda and we will work with you to take your writing to the next level!

SIGN UP
This format requires a one-time registration. Once an account has been created, you will be able to make, modify, or cancel an appointment with a click of the button.

slc.berkeley.edu/appointment-service
DROP-IN SERVICE

ABOUT THIS FORMAT
You can stop by the Vèvè Writing Lounge, located in atrium of the Chávez Student Center, for a 30-minute session with a tutor. This format is ideal if you are looking for focused feedback on specific aspects of your essay.

SIGN UP
Drop-in hours are 10AM-5PM M-F. No prior scheduling required.
slc.berkeley.edu/drop-service
WEEKLY SERVICE

ABOUT THIS FORMAT

You can reinforce your grasp of academic writing by working with a tutor on a weekly basis. From brainstorming to revision, we will work with you to bolster your skills and confidence as an academic writer. This format is recommended for writers enrolled in College Writing and R&C courses.

SIGN UP

Submit a Tutor Request Form online and attend an orientation. You will be assigned a tutor within 72 hours of completion.

slc.berkeley.edu/weekly-service
ONLINE SERVICE

ABOUT THIS FORMAT

This format combines the functionality of in-person tutoring with the convenience and accessibility of virtual technology. You can work with a tutor in real time from anywhere, using any device that connects you to the internet.

SIGN UP

Appointments must be made 48 hours in advance.

slc.berkeley.edu/online-service
ACADEMIC WRITING WORKSHOPS

ABOUT THIS FORMAT

Looking to further cultivate your academic voice? Join our academic writing workshops to master key elements of academic writing and practice the mindset and habits of highly successful academic writers.

SIGN UP

Academic workshops are offered throughout the semester, starting the third week of instruction. slc.berkeley.edu/academic-writing-workshops
CW + R&C WORKSHOPS

ABOUT THIS FORMAT

Designed to complement CW and R&C writing instruction, these weekly workshops offer an inclusive learning space for writers to solidify their grasp of academic writing. From thesis statements to grammar exercises, you will come away with an enhanced ability to produce clear, cogent, and compelling writing.

SIGN UP

Submit an Intake Form online. Enrollment is first-come first-serve, until filled.

slc.berkeley.edu/weekly-service
HONORS THESIS WORKSHOPS

ABOUT THIS FORMAT

These hands-on, writing-focused workshops cover strategies for finishing your thesis with time to spare. Come join a community of fellow writers and acquire the tools to craft your findings into a well-argued and well-written thesis.

SIGN UP

Available during the Spring semester only. RSVP encouraged but not required.

slc.berkeley.edu/undergraduate-thesis-workshops
RESEARCH WORKSHOPS

ABOUT THIS FORMAT

Learn the A-Z of research with this workshop series and acquire the tools to amplify your scholarly voice! Find out how you can animate knowledge production and contribute to Cal’s mission as one of the world’s leading centers for research.

SIGN UP

Research workshops are offered throughout the semester, starting the sixth week of instruction. http://slc.berkeley.edu/research-workshops
Rrr Week Writing Retreat

About This Format

If you find yourself more productive around other people, this week-long retreat is for you! Come join a community of fellow students writing together to finish the semester on a high note. Our tutors will be on-site to support you; healthy snacks will be provided to replenish you.

Sign Up

RSVP encouraged but not required.
slc.berkeley.edu/rrr-week-writing-retreat
MEET OUR TEAM

JADE CHO
Co-coordinator
127 César E. Chávez
(510) 643-5737
cho.jade@berkeley.edu

R. LAYDEI WOODARD
Co-coordinator
125 César E. Chávez
(510) 642-3075
r_woodard@berkeley.edu

KHUYEN V. NGUYEN, PH.D.
Director
kvn@berkeley.edu
102B César E. Chávez
510-664-9173

FIND US
Chávez Student Center
slc.berkeley.edu/writing
Facebook.com/
slcwritingsprogram